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12.0 OBJECTIVES 

After studying this unit, you should be able to: 

discuss the various steps taken to operationalise grass roots planning in India 

explain the purpose and features of structures like the block and the samiti 

highlight the problems involved in the process of democratic decentralisation 

discuss the recent attempts at operationalising grass roots planning. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the ideas of 'grass roots planning' and 'planning from below' have their 
basis in Gandhian thought, attempts at crystallising these ideals into concrete 
administrative and political structures have been rather tentative in the post- 
independence period. The ideas of 'decentralised planning', 'planning from below', 
'peoples' participation in planning'. 'multi-level planning' etc. have been mentioned 
time and again in the Five Year Plan documents. However, only a few steps have 
been taken to turn these concepts into reality. In the 1950s the Cbmmunity 
Development Programme and the establishment of the Panchayati Raj institutions 
were perhaps the first, and uptil now the most comprehensive attempts at putting the 
idea of grass roots planning into action. However, these attempts failed and by mid 
1960s agricultural growth through improved technology and government support 
became the paramount objective. 

FA 

However, the policy of centralist?. planning with emphasis on growth has thrown up 
a number of problems. Foremost of these are increasing inequality especially between 
regions and between rural and urban areas. Centralisation in plan formulation has 
also alienated large groups.of people from the development process while at the same 
time there has been inadequate use of local resources and specialist manpower. 
Another major problem area is that of plan implementation, monitoring and project 
execution. Decentralisation and peoples' participation, it is now increasingly realised, 
are essential for planning to remove the deficiencies of inequitous growth, 
unemployment and tardy implementation. Recent years have therefore witnessed a 
revival of interest in grass-roots planning. 

In this unit we shall study grass-roots planning in its two phases viz., the Community 
Development phase and the recent phase. The focus will be on'block level 
administration and planning and its chequered evolution. 

12.2 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

The block level administrative structure was t)(e product of the Community 
Development Programme (CDP) launched in.the early 1950s. As you read in the 
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! previous unit, the basic philosophy underlying the Community Development strategy 
was the belief that "all aspects of rural life are interrelated and no lasting results can 
be achieved if individual aspects of it are dealt in isolation". It is because of this faith 
that the Community Development Programme was made multi-disciplinary in 
character though agricultural development remained the primary concern. However, 
it was always stressed that the economic aspects of village life cannot be detached 
from the broader social aspects and that agricultural development is inextricably 

L linked up with a whole set of social problems. Therefore, social change to enable 
1 economic development was central to the Community Development strategy. 

The Community Development Programme, in its conceptual basis, was a good 
example of grass-roots planning. The very essence of the programme, as the First 
Plan stressed, was 'people's participation". However, sin% small communities like , 
the villages had limited technical, material and financial'resources, their initiatives 

I had to be supported by the state. This needed the establishment of an extension 
organisation which would give developmental support to the killagers. Therefore the 
two key elements of the CDP were people's initiative and participation encouraged 
and aided by an extension organisation. This, it was felt, would enable the 
mobilisation of local resources, including manpower, and promote the percolation of 
modem technology and resources through the extension agencies. To take an 
example from agriculture, what the CDP meant in practice was that extension would 
be used to motivate farmers to adopt improved techniques and also to develop the 
necessary infrastructure through utilisation of rural manpower. 

The extension organisation set up under the CDP created the Community 
Development block as the key unit of the structure. It was put under the 
administrative control of a Block Development Officer (BDO) who had jurisdiction 
over an area of roughly 100 to 120 villages, approximately conforming to a tehsil or 
taluk. The BDO was assisted by a multidisciplinary team of extension officers for 
different functional areas like agriculture, animal husbandry, irrigation and works. 
cooperation, social education, village industries etc. It was stressed that the block 
level set up was a "mediumw through which the various developmental departments 
would function so as to synchronise their efforts and reach the people. 

While there were a number of extension officers at the block level, they all 
functioned through the multi-purpose Village Level Worker (VLW) or gram sewak. 
The VLW was a crucial link between the villager and the block level administration. 
The rationale behind this structure was as follows: "The peasant's life is not cut into 
segments, in the way the government's activities are apt to be; the approach to the 
villager has, therefore, to be a co-ordinated one, and thus to comprehend his whole 
life. Such an approach has to be made, not through a multiplicity of departmental- 
officials, but through an agent common at least to the principal departments engaged 
in rural work". Although, this may sound alright, in reality this meant that the VLW 
was expected to do too much as at the cutting edge the entire 'programme of 
decentralised development rested on his/ her shoulders. 

12.3 PANCHAYATI RAJ 

The Community Development Programme, as we have seen, had two pillars : 
people's participation and governmental 'extension'. Whereas the extension 
agencies-the Block, the VLWs, etc.-were organised fairly early and planned 
budgetary allocations were made for the CDP, the important aspect of people's 
participation was tackled only a little later. The most important step in this direction 
was the establishment of the Balwant Rai Mehta Committee to study, inter alia, the- 
question of popular participation in the CDP. 

The recommendations of the Mehta Committee, brought out under the title "Report 
of the Team for the Study of Community Projects and National Extension Service", 
were far reaching. The Team recommended the establishment of a three tier structure 
for Panchayati Raj institutions with elected Panchayats at the village level, an 
executive body called the Panchayat Samiti at the b lo~k  level and an advisory body 
called a Zila Parishad at the district level. These local bodies were to be statutory 
and largely elected bodies with necessary resources, power and authority devolved on 
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them and assisted by a decentralised administrative system working under their 
control. The team also recommended that the basic unit of democratic 
decentralisation should be located at the block/samiti level. 

The Panchayat Samitis, with a jurisdiction co-extensive with a development block, 
were entrusted all these development tasks which the block was to undertake under 
the CDP. More specifically, these included development of agriculture in all its 
aspects, animal husbandry, rural industries, public health, primary education, social 
welfare and maintenance of statistics. It was also to be an agent of the state 
government in executing special schemes of development entrusted to it. 

To enable them to discharge their developmental functions the Samitis were assigned 
specified sources of revenue like a percentage of land revenue, cess on land revenue, 
profession taxes, proceeds from tolls and leases, etc. In addition, the state 
governments were expected to provide conditional and/or unconditional grants-in- 
aid. And finally, all Central and state funds spent in the block areas were to be 
assigned to the Panchayat Samitis to be spent by it either directly or indirectly. The 
Samitis were to have a budget which was to be approved by the Zila Parishad. Thus 
the Panchayati Samitis were given resources and assigned developmental functions 
and were thus expected to formulate block plans on the basis of people's felt needs 
which their (indirectly) elected composition was expected to ensure. To implement 
their plans the Samitis were given administrative powers over the technical extension 
officers who were to be under the administrative and operational control of their 
Chief Administrative Officers, viz., the BDO. 

By early 1960s almost the entire country had been covered'by the twin programmes 
of Community Development through extension and ~anchayat i  Raj institutions. The 
atmosphere of confidence it created, reflected in Nehru's characterisation of this as 
"the most revolutionary and historical step". It was unfortunately short-lived. 

Check Your Progrbs 1 
Note : 1) Use the space given below for your answers. 

2) Check your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

1 )  What were the objectives of the Community Development Programme? 

2) Highlight the structure and functions of Panchayati Raj institutions. 

DECLINE OF GRASS ROOTS PLANNING 

The ascendency and decline of grass-roots planning, according to the Asoka Mehta 
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Committee, had three distinct phases; the phase of ascendency, 1959-64; the phase of 
stagnation, 1965-69 and the phase of decline, 1969-77. However, the failure of the 
grass-roots planning exercise were visible from its very inception. The causes of this 
failure were several and these should be carefully studied so that future attempts at 
decentralised planning can be made successful. 

I) Among the more important causes ~f failure was the absence of a clear idea and 
expertise regarding planning at the block level. Indeed expertise and clarity 
regarding the meaning and content of planning was absent even at the district , 

level as we have seen in an earlier unit. In fact there was almost no planning at 
the block level as was discovered by scholars like Alice Ilchman: "To talk with 
assurance about 'the Block Plan* assumes that a plan exists at every block 
headquarters and is available b r  examination and use ... In fact, the block plan 
turned out to be a singularly elusive document ... When it was demanded, 
various pieces of information emerged ... In any event, at none of the blocks ... 
was single document which could be copied or photographed as the definite 
'Block Plan'." (Quoted in Walter C. Neale's Article on Indian Community 
Development ...) 

The Block plans, Watter C. Neale reported, "contained a summation of the 
information recorded on the scraps of paper that ... VLWs had collected, to which 

-were added the programmes administered from block headquarters". Thus block 
plans were hardly existent and were no more than some summary statistics and 
accounts. Block planning never took off despite the creation of an organisation for 
the purpose and the absence of planning capabilities was a major factor for this. 

2) The failure is also attributable, in part, to the rigidity in the CDP itself which 
was the result of the heavy reliance of the programmes on the bureaucracy. This 
causes continual conflict between the Samitis and the officials. "The history of 
economic planning and administration at the local level", writes Neale, "has, in 
many respects, been the history of tensions between the requirements of 
community development and the traditions and responsibilities of the state and 
national administrative servicesn. The BDOs role was an unenviable mix of an 
"extension officer" and a "programme officern. As a programme officer he was 
expected to implement the government's programmes and schemes. As gn 
extension off~cer he was to help the Samiti to articulate their needs and help 
prepare a plan. Faced, with the choice of serving one of the two masters more 
devotedly, the BDO chose the government and not the Samiti. His choice was 
reinforced by the schematic budget of the Community Development Programme. 

The 'schematic budget' for a block was the fixed budgetary allocation under the plan 
for the Community Development Programme which the BDO was required to spend 
on certain specified activities. Though the budget was multidisciplinary, the bulk of 
the schematic budget pertained to agricultural development. Not only the heads of 
expenditures were specified, the BDOs were also given detailed instructions regarding 
the manner of operating the block budget. This gave little freedom to the Panchayat 
Samitis and the block officials to  plan according to local felt needs. V.Venkate6an 
refers to a case where faced with waterlogging problem certain villagers expressed the 
need for a nulla (drain). The BDO was not sure whether his block budget permitted 
the construction work and hence referred the matter to the state government which, 
in turn, passed the question on to  the Government of India. There have been many 
instances of conflict between financial accountability to the authority providing funds 
and operational flexibility required for responding to local needs. How could grass- 
roots planning operate when for example, the construction of a village drain, 
required the clearance of the Government of India? 

3) There were other problems also like the problem of co-ordination, the problem 
of interference by politicians and officials of the state and central levels and the 
problem of existing inequalities and vested interests opposed to egalitarian 
development in rural areas. But the decline of the CDP and Panchayati Raj 
experiment of the 1950s is directly traceable to the conflict between the urgent 
economic needs a t  the national level and the local n d s .  This was most 
strikingly thrown up by the serious food problem the country began to 
experience since the late 1950s and which culminated in acute food shortages 
during mid 1960s. The food problem manifested itself in outflow of foreign 
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exchange to buy food and in rising prices. Though food aid helped temporarily, 
the solution, it was realised, lay in rapidly increasing foodgrains production. 
Growth in agricultural output through intensive use of inputs like fertilisers, 
water, high-yielding varieties of seeds became the accepted government policy. 
This was the 'green-revolution' strategy. 

This change in strategy of development at the national level changed the content of 
the CDP and Panchayati Raj institutions. This major change took the rather silent 
form of the community development services being asked to drop "nonessential" 
activities and concentrate on raising agricultural production. "ln effect", writes 
Neale, "these orders destroyed community development as a joint project of experts 
and villagers and turned it into a system of administering specific programmes of 
rural credit, loans in kind, subsidies, demonstrations ... and minor social overhead 
capital works. The BDO became the man who checked on the conduct of these 
programmes. Instead of making the authorities aware of the needs and attitudes of 
people at the village level, the BDO started making the villagers aware of the 
government's plans and policies and the funds available for them. One might say that 
the "spirit had been taken out of community development. Another consequence of 
the same cause was to make Panchayati Raj increasingly irrelevarit to economic 
planning and administration .... When planning became individualised and 
administration became more centralised, the panchayats' economic functions 
atrophied". 

The decline in the grass-roots planning, it must be emphasised, cannot be dated 
strictly as it was a gradual process. The change was visible from around 1960s and 
by the end of the decade the Community Development Programme had lost its 
spirit. But "at no time was a decision made to replace Community D e v e b p n t  and 
Panchayati Raj nor have they been abolished". They were simply made ineffective 
through neglect. 

12.5 ATTEMPTS AT REVIVAL 

By mid 1970s the food problem had eased somewhat. However, it was realised that 
excessive concern with growth in production has led to  the neglect of the goal of 
equity. Studies showed that during the 1960s, while production increased, the 
percentage of people below the poverty-line remained virtually constant. Important 
segments of the rural population, specially the small and marginal farmers and 
labourers, and large parts of rural India, specially the non-irrigated areas, were by- 
passed by the green revolution. As disparities grew and discontent mounted, often 
manifesting in violent movements as in Naxalbari, policy makers gave greater 
prominence to the removal of poverty ('garibi hatao') and attempted to broaden the 
base bf development. Several Centrally Sponsored Schemes were launched-for 
example, the Drought Prone and Desert Areas Development Programmes; Hill Area 
Development Programme; Marginal, Small and Agricultural Labourers' 
Programmes; and Employment and Rural Works Programme, reflecting the shift in 
emphasis.towards "poverty alleviation". These attempts at broad-basing development 
about which you have read in Block 2 of this course logically revived interests in 
grass-roots planning. Since mid 1970s a number of attempts have been made to 
revive the spirit of decentralised development. 

The 'Report of the Working Group on Block Level Planning' (1978) is one of the 
important attempts in this direction. This report, known as the report of the 
Dantwala Committee, grew out of the concern for a) generating employment, 
b) assuring basic minimum needs, c) effective spatial planning for rural socio- 
economic infrastructure, and d) promoting equity. In fact, the Committee in its 
report enumerated these, inter alia, as the goals of the block-level planning. The 
achievement of these objectives through planning required technichl competence to 
plan. The Dantwala Committee found that such expertise was absent at the block 
level. It stated that the "The present staffing pattern at the block is mainly tuned to 
implementation tasks and not so much towards planning functions. 'The set-up 
basically consists of a Block Development Officer who is assisted by five Extension 
Officers, each in the fields of agriculture, animal husbandry, co-operation, 
panchayats and rural industries. The other staff consists of an Overseer, a Social 
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~ducation'organiser; a Progress Assistant and VLWs. In the block, there are also 
Veterinary Stockmen, a Medical Officer, a Sanitary.lnspector and a Lady Health 
Visitor, some of them with the necessary supporting staff. In some states there is also 
an Extension Officer for programmes relating to women and children. Thus it may 
be seen that the staffing pattern at the block, level is essentially meant for getting the 
development programmes implemented in the field. There is a Progress Assistant 
who keeps record of the plan programmes and their progress and assists the BDO in 
sending regular progress reports. Beyond this, there is no other person assisting the 
BDO in the planning functions*. 

However, despite recognising the absence of planning perionnel at the block level, 
the Dantwala Committee did not recommend that such personnel should be inducted 
at the block level. Realising that planning skills were scarce it recommended the 
constitution of a District Planning Cell which would be entrusted with the task of 
formulating both district and block plans: "... we are visualising the-planning team 
located in the district essentially as a peripatetic team, which will move down to the 
selected blocks and prepare the block level plans in association with the BDO, the 
Panchayat Samiti, voluntary agencies and other concerned persons at the block 
level". Thus the Committee was trying to introduce block-level planning without 
changing block-level administration. It laid greater stress on the technical tasks, like 
collection of data and assessment of public opinion, to the block administration. 
This emphasis on the technical aspect of planning led it to underplay the roles of 
both the administration and the Panchayat Samitis. In the absence of popular 
involvement, the Dantwala Commitee's recommendations fall far short of what is 
understood by 'grass-roots planning' though its strength lay in its attempt at 
upgrading planning capabilities at the sub-state levels. 

The Asoka Mehta Committee in its report published in the same year as the 
Dantwala Committee report (1978) endorsed the latter's proposal of locating the 
technical planning team at the district level. The Asoka Mehta Committee gave 
primacy to the district as the basic unit of decentralisation which was a fundamental 
departure from the system that had developed following the Balwant Rai Mehta 
Committee re,commendations of making the block and the Panchayat Samiti as the 
key units of decentralisation. The Asoka Mehta Committte assigned practically no 
role to the block. It suggested a two-tier Panchayati Raj structure comprising the 
Zila 'parishad a t  the district level and Mandal Panchayats at the sub-block level with 
a jurisdiction over a number of villages and covering a population of 15,000 to 
20,000. The existing block level Panchayat Samitis were to be converted into "non- 
statutory executive committees of Zila Parishads and when the Mandal Panchayats 
become active, most of their functions would be.taken up by the -Mandal 
Panchayats". 

The Mandal Panchayats, the Asoka Mehta Committee suggested, would comprise 
directly elected members and representatives of Farmers' Service Societies with 
provisions for representation of women and of members of scheduled castes and 
tribes. As regards planning, their roles were seen as implementation and promotion. 
They were to be responsible for implementation of the schemes and projects assigned 
by the Zila Parishad. They would also "play a promotional role activating 
community action, build up organisation and project formulation". To enable them 
to function effectively, the Mandal Panchayats should have "purposive work 
allocation and transfer of money component alongwith the functions assigned to 
them for implementation". Thus the Mandal Panchayat was visualised as essentially 
an implementing authority with clear demarcation of functions and financial 
resources. Their role in plari formulation was.to be supplementary to the Zila 
Parishad role: " ... the Mandal Panchayats ... would have a key role in supplying the 

! necessary information about the various schemes and suggest the potential areas of 
development as well as their requirements to the Zila Parishad ... The Planning unit 

1 at the district level should take note of the views articulated by the hiandal 
1 Panchayats from time to time". 
1 

I 

Although both the Dantwala and Asoka Mehta Committees favoured planning at 

j the district level, the problems of implementation of anti-poverty programmes, 

! sponsored by the central government, simultaneously increased the need for 
operational planning at the block level. A set of guidelines were issued by the 

I 

G m  Roots Pluming 
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Ministry of Rural Development which sponsored most of these programmes and 
these guidelines gradually evolved into the "Operational Guidelines on Block Level 
Plans for Integrated Rural Development Programmew (1982). This was definitely an 
exercise in planning to be undertaken at the block level but it was planning for the 
purpose of implementing a centrally sponsored programme and hence had little of 
autonomy and people's participation. But it did highlight the important fact that 
even implementation of a programme requires planning at the grass roots level. 

The idea of compiehensive decentralised planning was again taken up by the 
Hanumantha Rao Committee (Working Group on District Planning, 1984). This 
Working Group reiterated the earlier recommendation that "block planning should 
also be entrusted to District Planning Teamw. The purpose of block planning should 
be, in addition to the goals of district planning of which the blocks are components, 
the reduction of intra-district disparities for which the district planners should 
develop suitable intradistrict variation indicators: However, unlike the aDantwala 
Committee, the Working Group recommended the introduction of planning 
personnel at the block level also : "There should also be a Planning Officer of BDO's 
rank at the block level assisted by two Research Assistants and a Typist and a 
messenger to help the (District) Chief Planning Officer to  coordinate the Block Level 
Programmes with regard to intra-block gaps in development and amenities". To put 
multi-level planning on a sound footing it also stressed the need for a "single 
planning cadre for the state comprising the technical planning staff at block. 
district and state levels". Thus the need for making changes in the block level 
administration was realised. 

This need (of restructuring block administration) was an important recommendation 
of CAARD (Report of the Committee to Review the Existing Administrative 
Arrangements for Rural Development and Poverty Alleviation Programmes, 1985). 
The CAARD noted that the "block-level set up has Iost its original preeminent 

... position in development administration (and) there has been proliferation of 
agencies and programmes over the last three decades". The size of the budget 
handled by the block has increased several fold and the complexities and technical 
content of the various schemes have also increased. The CAARD therefore 
recommended that the Block Development Officer should be upgraded and should 
be headed by an 'Assistant Development Commissioner of the status of a S u b  
Divisional Officer'. Though the committee was of the view that the block should be 
"the sheet-anchor of the entire rural development process", it was prepared to accept 
smaller units like the Mandals, as recommended by the Asoka Mehta Committee, as 
the basic unit of grass-roots planning (in addition to the Village Panchayats). In fact, 
it left the choice of the appropriate unit of area planning below the district to the 
state government. Some states (for example, Andhra Pradesh hnd Karnataka) have 
adopted the Mandal as the basic sub-district unit for decentralised planning. But in 
most states there has been little change and grass-roots planning below the district 
level remains neglected. 

Check Your Progress 2 
Note : I) Use the space given below for your answers. 

2) Check your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

1) Discuss the reasons for the failure of grass-roots planning. 

......................................................................................... 

......................................................................................... 

......................................................................................... 

2) What attempts have been made to revive the institutions at the grass-roots level. 
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. . ......................................................................................... ,~ . . .  
Craw Roots Phaning 

12.6 LET US SUM UP 

Grass roots planning in India, we have seen, has not been made operational though 
attempts have been made in this direction. The attempts, in their earli - phase, 
concentrated on building representative institutions which would reflect the will of 
the people and would be the sttuctures of local democratic government. At the same 
time the bureaucratic structure was brought to the level below the district and a 
significant part of this bureaucracy was entrusted developmental tasks. The aim of 
these efforts was to allow people to choose their representatives who, in co-operation 
with officials and experts, would draw up and implement development plans. This 
attempt had only a limited success due to the paucity of planning skills and th'e 
rigidity of the programme. 

Recent attempts at reviving grak-roots planning have focused more on the creation 
of technical competence and has relatively under-played the importance of people's 
participation. What this may lead to is that the lower levels of bureaucracy may be 
equipped with planning skills and provide greater autonomy to decide on the 
implementation and even the planning of a few projects and schemes. Both these are 
welcome developments but are still not enough. Grass-roots planning, in its very 
essence, requires people's participation. As more and more of bureaucracy enters the 
vilages for developing rural India, the people may lose their dignity and become 
mere 'beneficiaries' of development programmes and 'target-groups' for loan-subsidy 
schemes. The spirit of self-help', so central to  the community development concept. is 
also the key to the process of decentralised planning. 

Thus in this unit we have discussed the objectives of the Community Development 
Programme and the Panchayati Raj structures which were designed to promote grass 
roots planning. We noted that though important structures were created 
decentralised planning could not become operational and subsequently declined. The 
reasons for this were analysed. Finally, we noted the recommendations of various 
recent committees which have attempted to promote grass-roots planning in India. 

12.7 KEY WORDS 

Cess : A proportionate fee on land revenue levied for building a fund for some 
special purpose. 

Green Revolution : The strategy, adopted in the 1960s, for rapid growth in 
agricultural production through intensive use of high-yielding seeds, water and 
fertilisers. 

People's Partlclpatlpn : lnvoivement of the populace in plan formulation and 
implementation generally achieved through elected local bodies. 

Peripatetic : A peripatetic is a person who travels around and stays for short periods 
of time in different places, often in order to work in those places. 

Poverty Alleviation : Reducing the number of people below the "poverty line" 
(defined as the income necessary to purchase foodgrains to fulfil a minimum 
standard of food intake). 

Schematic Budget : The block budget under the Community Development 
Programmefixing the amounts of permissible expenditures under different heads. 

Sub-State Level : Level below the state and above the district. 

Toll : Money paid for the use of a road, bridge, harbour etc. 

47 
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ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROORESS 
EXERCISES 

Check Your Progress 1 
1) Your answer should include the following points : 

the programme aimed a t  bringing about economic and social development a t  
the grass-roots level 

the underlying philosophy of the CDP was that all aspects of rural life are 
interrelated 

the key elemznts of the CDP were people's initiative and participation 
encouraged and aided by an extension organisation 

it was stressed that the block level set up was a "medium" through which the 
various development departments would function. 

2) Your answer should include the following points: 

the Balwant Rai Mehta Committee recommended the establishment of a three 
tier structure for Panchayati Raj institutions 

these institutions were to have elected panchayats at the village level, an 
executive body called the Panchayat Samiti at the block level and an  
advisory body called'a Zila Parishad at the district level 

the team recommended that the basic unit of democratic decentralisation 
should be located at the block/ samiti level, the Panchayat Samitis were 
entrusted all the development tasks which the block was to hndertake under 
the CDP 

the development tasks of the Samitis included development of agriculture, 
animal husbandry, industries, health, primary education, social welfare etc. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Your answer should include the following points: 

absence of a clear idea and expertise regarding planning at the block level 

block plans were mere summary statistics and accounts 

heavy reliance of the Community Development Programme on the 
bureaucracy, resulting in continued conflict between the Samitis and the 
officials 

bulk of the schematic budget pertained to agricultural development 

conflict between economic imperatives at national level and local needs 

community development as a joint project was not successful. 
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2) Your answer should include the following points : 
I / 

Gnu Rootr h m b g  

the attempts at broad-basing development by launching several centrally 
sponsored schemes revived interest in grass-roots planning 

Dantwala Committee was appointed to develoi ru?al socio-economic 
infrastructure to assure basic minimum needs and generate employment 

the Committee recommended the constitution. of a District Planning Cell 

Asoka Mehta Committee suggested a two-tier Panchayati Raj structure 
comprising of Zila Parishad a t  the district and Mandal Panchayats at sub- 
block level 

Hanumantha Rao Committee recommended that block planning should also 
be entrusted to District Planning Team 

Rao Committee recommended the introduction of planning personnel at the 
block level 

CAARD recommended that block should be the sheet-anchor of the entire 
level development process. 
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